Scholarly Paper

To the Editor:

I have been reading your column regularly for the past few years and have enjoyed your insights on the latest developments in the field of ornithology. Your article on the behavior of the red-cockaded woodpecker was particularly interesting as it highlighted the role of these birds in maintaining a healthy forest ecosystem.

I would like to suggest that we could expand on this topic by exploring the impact of climate change on the distribution and behavior of woodpeckers. With the warming of the planet, we are seeing shifts in the ranges of many species, and woodpeckers are no exception. Your column could serve as a platform to bring attention to this critical issue and encourage further research.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
permit hunting only with bows and arrows as a protection for the great number of people using the mountains.

The CNMAS members present at the July meeting voted to have letters of protest sent on behalf of the club to various authorities. Ms. Reid suggested that all concerned individuals might also write individual letters to Governor Apodaca; to the State Game & Fish Dept., State Capitol, Santa Fe, N. M. 87503; and to Wallace Lloyd, Sandia District Supervisor, U. S. Forest Service, 10308 Candelaria NE, Albuquerque 87112. While the Forest Service can have no say about hunting of pumas, they should have some authority to protect the people who are using the facilities which the Forest Service has provided or approved for public use.

FIELD TRIP REPORTS

On the June 14th field trip to Sandia Crest, 23 species of birds were seen. The Northern Three-toed Woodpecker was the most interesting bird seen and a life-lister for several of the 12 adults and 2 children in the group.

On July 12th, a search for Mountain Plover was successful on mesa land off NM-22, east of I-25, with about 12 birds of this species being counted. This also was a life-lister for most of the 7 birders who participated. About 20 other species were also seen along the route.

EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Jacque Hohlfelder presented a program at Eldorado High School in June. Craig Andrews and Dan Washburn presented a program at the Detention Home. Jim Karo has given a talk to the Museum Association of Albuquerque and will lead a birding trip for that group to Capulin Springs.

HUMMINGBIRDS AND FRIEND

Mrs. Esther Clark, "The Hummingbird Lady", has been in poor health lately and is now moving to Oregon to live with her daughter. She will be greatly missed by the community, by our Audubon Chapter, by "Action Line" and by the hummingbirds. With no formal education in ornithology, she became an authority on hummingbirds through reading every source she could find and through her own experiments. She is a gracious, generous lady and this corner of the world has been a path to her door. UNM students of ornithology have come to her for assistance. She has been a resource person for both the Journal and the Tribune. She has spoken to a CNMAS meeting and allowed us, as well as other groups, to visit in her home and to bird on her farm. We hope Mrs. Clarke's health will improve in Oregon and that she will be able to enjoy the Allen's and Anna's hummingbirds as well as other species familiar to New Mexicans.

CLUB PATCH

Pat Basham, artist-member of CNMAS who recently moved to Socorro, was asked to design a shoulder patch for CNMAS and submitted several designs. The Board has selected the design showing a white heron on a red and yellow New Mexico sun symbol, against a turquoise blue background. These patches will be 3" across and will be made up and available for sale within a few weeks.

NATURE GUIDE

Currently available for $1 through Mary Alice Root, CNMAS Librarian, are copies of the 1975-76 "Operation Nature Guide", published by the Tacoma Audubon Society of Washington state. The Guide lists members and friends of Audubon societies throughout the country who are willing to assist visiting birders and others interested in various phases of nature. Several of our members have contacted people listed in the Guide when traveling in other parts of the country and several of our members have been contacted for assistance by visitors to the Southwest. These have been rewarding experiences for all concerned. If you will be traveling within the United States and have time for birding, you would be wise to carry along one of these guide books.

TELEPHONE BIRD ALERT

Mrs. Dorothy Calvert has graciously agreed to look into the possibility of establishing a tape-recorded telephone bird alert relating what to look for and where in the Albuquerque vicinity as well as whether something of the kind might be worked out in conjunction with other chapters in the state and covering all of New Mexico. This is still in the "Wonder if we could -----?" stage, We never know till we try!
On two separate occasions I have observed what I believe to be rather unusual animal behavior. This happened in the field below my mobile home space, located at University Village, just south of the UNM Stadium.

Around the last of May or first of June, I observed a pair of Scaled Quail just across the field. With them was a very young Jack Rabbit. The behavior of the bunny was such that it appeared it was trying to join the Quail family; that perhaps it was lost from its own family.

I thought no more about the incident until around the first of July, when I figured there would be some young Quail showing up. The Scaled Quail can be seen and heard daily in this field and sometimes they come into our yards. On July 3, about 5:40 p.m. I was looking for the quail. I spotted one parent and nine immatures, gathered in the shade of a large section of concrete pipe, 24" by 6' long, about two-thirds of the way across the field from where I stood and in an open area. As I counted the quail I noticed a young rabbit with them. The behavior of the quail indicated they were on friendly terms with the rabbit, and I thought it could possibly be the one I had seen earlier.

The rabbit would run through the pipe and come up behind one of the quail. Then as though he had said "Boo!", the quail would jump and the rabbit would repeat the performance. This went on for 15 or 20 minutes, until the cock called from farther down the field and the hen took off with her brood. The rabbit remained near the pipe, not following the quail.

A priceless experience, to say the least!

-- Rita Gray Nicklas, CNMAS Member

NOTE: Anyone wishing to write up a bird experience such as this would be welcomed with open arms by the Editor. Our thanks to Rita for her contribution.

THANKS TO THE BLM

It is not often we feel gratitude to the BLM for something they do, but recently we had occasion to be grateful -- for something they didn't do.

Prince Pierce, CNMAS member, called on Board meeting night in June to ask for backing from the Chapter in his fight to prevent the burning-off of a rare -- in fact, a brand new -- species of cactus which had only just been discovered in Northern New Mexico, one which was so new that it had never been described in botanical literature. It was in danger of being included in a burning-off project to be undertaken by the BLM, in an effort to improve grazing.

The cactus, Prince told us, was a particularly beautiful one, with heavy, colored spines and beautiful purple-red blossoms.

To make a long story short, Prince was able to reach the proper "brass" in the hierarchy of the BLM, who assured him that the cactus would not be destroyed and asked only that someone be present to show the workers what to stay away from. They kept their word, and this valuable addition to the world's botanical knowledge has been preserved -- without any great action by any one group. Perhaps the BLM does have a heart after all!

There are only a few of these cactus, and collectors are legion, so the exact location is not being revealed for the sake of preservation.

MATTHEW MEADOW

Matthew Meadow would be one of the best places in Albuquerque to go and observe Nature, according to Darwin Miller, who inspected it not long ago and has pronounced it worthy of support by CNMAS as a City Nature Park. It offers much to birders and even more as a city-owned park. He suggested that CNMAS members might like to visit it, and perhaps the Chapter would wish to urge the city to buy it before it is cut up by a developer.

To reach it, go west on Menaul to 12th Street, turn north to the ditch. The street just after crossing is Matthew Street. The Meadows is the area between the 1200 and the 2100 blocks on Matthew.

If you plan to visit, it might be well to contact Mrs. Palmyer Anderson at 247-3589, who is in the forefront of the fight to save the Meadow, to make sure that you are in the right place and will be welcome in the area. This is, according to her, a haven for migrating birds.
The President has signed an amendment to the Executive Order on Predator Poisons which for one year would permit the experimental use of sodium cyanide on public lands in the M-44 (coyote-getter) device and in "toxic collars", but only by federal agents and not by ranchers. After listening to both sides, the President firmly resisted the pressure from wool growers and their advocates in Congress to permit the use of toxicants which have secondary effects such as 1080 and strychnine. Sodium cyanide does not have "secondary effects".

Ford's plan for predator control also includes a very substantial increase in appropriations to enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to add to its staff a considerable number of professional biologists to experiment with the toxic collar which is hoped will be a completely selective approach. The amended Executive Order adds language intended to give the public interest increased weight and to give better protection to wildlife even in "emergency" situations.

Audubon remains firmly opposed to the use of the M-44 by anyone other than trained biologists.

The Senate Subcommittee on Environmental Pollution rejected a proposal to delay 1978 Clean Air Act statutory standards for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide auto emissions until 1982 and to weaken the 0.4 nitrogen oxide standards. Both the Senate and House Subcommittees considering the Clean Air Act amendments are working to get the legislation reported to the full committees before the August 1 - Sept. 1 recess.

A system of new protective measures for a selective moratorium, designed to keep all species of whales safely above endangered levels, was adopted by the required three-fourths majority June 27 at the International Whaling Commission's annual meeting in London. Japan and the USSR, however, can repudiate any of the new measures within 90 days.

Japan and the USSR, whose whaling fleets account for about 80% of all whales killed each year, opposed most of the new protective measures at the IWC meeting and sought more liberal compromises. Conservationists agree that during the next three months it is important to keep pressure on those whaling nations to make sure they don't repudiate any of the new measures.

Citizen pressure from conservationist and other groups worldwide strongly influenced the IWC's decision. If Japan and Russia do not repudiate the new measures, a suspension of the economic boycott seems possible on the part of most of the organizations endorsing the boycott.